
SYMPOSIUM ON "HARVESTING THE FRUITS: 
BASIC ASPECTS OF CHRISTIAN FAITH IN ECUMENICAL DIALOGUE" 

8-10 February 2010 

A Symposium was held at the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity (PCPCU) from 8 to 10 February, 
dedicated to an overview of the last forty years of ecumenical dialogue with the main Protestant traditions : Luther-
ans, Reformed, Anglicans and Methodists. Representatives of these four confessions participated in the Symposium. 

The proceedings of the Symposium focused on Cardinal Walter Kasper's book, `Harvesting the Fruits, published 
by the Continuum International Publishing Group (London 2009), which summarizes the achievements of the past 
decades of dialogues conducted by the Catholic Church with the abovementioned confessions and seeks to identify 
the open questions which still need to be taken up in the dialogues. 

We publish here below the responses to the Cardinal's book, presented at the Symposium by high-ranking repre-
sentatives of the ecumenical partners engaged in these dialogues. 

FIRST RESPONSES: A LUTHERAN PERSPECTIVE 

KATHRYN L. JOHNSON 

To speak of harvest is to use an image of abun-
dance and of thanksgiving, and so it is fitting first of 
all simply to celebrate this ingathering of ecumenical 
fruits-harvests nurtured in scattered fields and 
tended by different hands, crops of different sizes 
and species but each of them the fruit both of the 
earth of God's bounty and of human hands. This 
symposium invites us first to stop to express our grat-
itude. But, like many of you, I am not that far 
removed from farming forebears, and we know that 
harvest time offers celebration but not completion, a 
sense of repletion but not the cessation of labor. 
Some crops continue to grow even as others are gath-
ered in, and wise farmers know that harvest is the 
time to select the most promising seeds for the next 
cycle of crops. 

I am very aware that I have come to this discus-
sion relatively as a newcomer, one who reads the 
Harvest volume rather like the acta of the councils, 
while for many of you the stories behind this book 
could be your memoirs. Yet to mention the councils 
reminds us that the meaning and significance of any 
important theological agreement — from the Nicene 
Creed or the Chalcedonian Definition to a decree of 
Vatican II or a statement from our own dialogues -- 
become clear not only as it is written but in the 
decades of interpretation, contestation, elaboration 
and reception which follow. In the case of our dia-
logues, it has been only about 40 years, only the span 
of one long working lifetime, which has produced this 
remarkable assembly of agreements — agreements 
which reflect the shared reaffirmation of the central 
traditions of the church and which forge new com-
mon language where, not so long ago, mutual 
recrimination and condemnation stood. Yet the task 
is of course not yet complete, and even the signifi-
cance of what has been accomplished is often not  

claimed in the lives of our churches. (An anecdote 
illustrates that point: last 31 October, worship in the 
cathedral at Augsburg, Germany, concluded the cele-
bration of the tenth anniversary of the Joint Declara-
tion on the Doctrine of Justification. Behind Cardinal 
Kasper and Bishop Klaiber, who were among those 
leading worship, the choir was filled with people, 
Catholics on one side and Protestants and others on 
the other. When it came time for a festive greeting of 
peace, most of us did what it is so unreflectively easy 
to do - we exchanged, greetings with those closest to 
us, who also happened to be most like us. It took 
some moments to realize that crossing the choir to 
the other side was a simple gesture not impeded at all 
by our remaining disagreements but only by our con-
strained imaginations.) It is very appropriate, then, 
that the purpose of the Harvest volume, and of our 
discussions here is to " initiate, to promote and to 
facilitate forms of reception" of dialogue results in 
our churches. (p. 3) 

It is an achievement of this volume to demon-
strate a feature of ecumenical agreement so funda-
mental that it is easy to take for granted. The more 
important the subject, the more central to our iden-
tity as Christians, the more complete our agreement. 
On those topics which most directly touch on God, 
most directly on the divine mystery — on the Trinity, 
on Christ and salvation — there is great, one can 
even say remarkable, agreement. As the book says at 
one point, in a cautionary tone, agreement is " only 
on basic truths ". But this can be put also the other 
way: on the most basic truths, there is agreement. 

It is also part of the achievement of this volume to 
bring together in a concise and accessible form texts 
which have quite distinct histories. While some 
diachronic dimensions are obscured by this 
approach, to see together in a concentrated space the 
statements on a single subject from these four dia-
logues allows them to resonate with one other, to 
complement each another as well as to stand more 
clearly in their distinctiveness and difference. 
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Of course the angle of vision is deliberately a 
Roman Catholic one; this is the standpoint of com-
parison and evaluation. But this project participates 
in the commendable synoptic movement toward the 
bilateral dialogues which is encouraged also by the 
Bilateral Forums of the Faith and Order Commis-
sion, whose 2008 meeting in Breklum encouraged 
bilateral processes to be more intentionally attentive 
to the parallel processes of others. This volume not 
only invites each dialogue partner to evaluate the 
current status of the questions and the relationships 
for itself; it also invites all of us together to look for 
the ways in which the dialogue statements taken 
together have moved the questions forward, and 
where the challenges remain most urgent. (pp. 4-5) 
As we all move into closer relationship with one 
another, this opportunity to seek for progress across 
the dialogues is too good to pass by. 

Another conversation invited by this book and by 
this assemblage here surrounds the questions of 
sharing of gifts — a topic taken up but not much 
elaborated in the volume. (Cf. e.g. p. 5) There are a 
number of places where the quotations have a tone of 
mutual reservation or mutual admonition, but the 
themes of possible complementarity, of creative and 
even corrective interaction among the churches 
could be more fully explored among the partners as 
well as in the bilateral contexts. (Cf. e.g. p. 69 for the 
Reformed) 

Most striking in the Harvest volume is the great 
focus on the Church: it is 110 of just over 200 pages, 
about 55% of the whole. Here indeed is a great pre-
sent challenge to further ecumenical progress. 
Despite important advances, on the issues and on the 
healing of memories which is also frequently 
required (p. 51), the issues raised here are known for 
their intractability, which has helped to prompt some 
to go around rather than through the hard work of 
theological dialogue to reach new fauns of Christian 
communion. And yet, even in the absence of a fully 
agreed ecclesiology, perhaps there is one presupposi-
tion of this discussion which deserves to be under-
lined. All of our churches agree on the importance of 
the life of the Church; none imagines the possibility 
of an individual Christian life, lived apart from the 
worship, especially the sacramental life, from the for-
mation and instruction, from the communion, of the 
Church. And all of our traditions believe that the 
Church through which God works is more than the 
local assembly of believers. Yet in the larger Christian 
family, particularly in some of the rapidly growing 
communities which are so transforming the Christ-
ian world, this is perhaps not so to be taken for 
granted. 

To articulate the role of the Church forcefully and 
winsomely in our context is an urgent and a common 
task. Moreover, within each of our churches there are 
persons who do not in practice perceive the necessity 
of the Church or appreciate its role in salvation. On 
this important point the traditions we represent have 
an agreement that is important for their witness in 
the world. Moreover, for all the difficulties which sur-
round the subject of teaching authority — difficulties  

outlined in the book — all of our traditions are in 
important ways teaching churches, with expectations 
of educated clergy, honored roles for teaching theolo-
gians, and close associations with universities and 
other settings for transmitting, exploring, and articu-
lating the faith. Again, these are not characteristics 
simply to be taken for granted. An important dimen-
sion of the reception we seek will be through pastoral 
formation and cooperative theological work. An 
example of this, which I mention in part because its 
scope is truncated in Note 11, is the Symposium of 
Biblical Scholars to work on the doctrine of justifica-
tion — a group which includes not only Roman 
Catholics and Lutherans but also Reformed and 
Methodist members. Their work is a good example of 
the ways in which research conducted for reasons 
other than ecumenical usefulness has so often come 
to the assistance of the articulation of common posi-
tions among our churches. 

Giving witness to the importance of the Church 
does not grow less important, but only more so, in 
the context of our world of global perspectives and 
increasing multifaith awareness. As Trinitarian theol-
ogy has been revitalized in recent years, precisely at 
the same time as Christians were becoming more 
engaged with other faith communities, so also the 
Church requires now a wideangled presentation of its 
role in the care of God for all humanity and for all 
creation. Moreover, this is a place where the impor-
tance of the Church's mission for the sake of the 
world — a subject treated in the dialogues but easily 
deemphasized in the face of attention to more inter-
nal aspects of the church's life — could assume 
greater prominence in our attention. 

Let me say a few words about this Harvest project 
also as a Lutheran. Since this project was directed to 
the consequences of the major split within the West-
ern Church, Lutherans stand in some ways at the 
beginning of that divergence and can be given per-
haps a special responsibility. If I read carefully 
enough, only Martin Luther among the formative 
theological voices of the dialogue partners is quoted 
in the editorial voice rather than from a citation in a 
dialogue — quoted exactly to introduce and illustrate 
the neuralgic problems of authority. (p. 138) On the 
other side, the signature achievement of Lutheran-
Catholic dialogue, the Joint Declaration on the Doc-
trine of Justification, has been recognized not only for 
its overcoming of a legacy of condemnations on an 
issue central to the gospel but also for its method and 
its status in the churches. (See e.g. Note 2.) But what 
I want to suggest here is that the ecumenical dia-
logues themselves have helped to inspire among 
Lutherans some of the growth in accountability and 
relationship to which these dialogues have urged 
them. Ecumenical engagement is among the factors 
which have helped to deepen the relations of commu-
nion among Lutheran churches. The general secre-
tary of The Lutheran World Federation is fond of 
reminding member churches that they were unable 
on their own to reach an agreed understanding of the 
meanings of justification. Only, he says, when the 
question was taken up in rigorous conversation with 
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the Catholic Church, long seen as the opponent on 
this issue, was it possible for the LWF to make a 
statement on justification. At the LWF Assembly this 
summer, there will be an action to ask forgiveness, of 
God and of Mennonite brothers and sisters, for the 
legacy of violent persecution against Anabaptists 
from Reformation times — an action which we hope 
will have significance for the whole Body of Christ. It 
can be wondered if this communion building move-
ment of repentance and reconciliation could have 
been contemplated or would have proved possible for 
Lutherans without the example of the process toward 
the Joint Declaration. 

The Harvest document invites us into a shared 
process of looking backwards and forwards. Behind 
are 'old controversies which have virtually lost their 
importance as living issues — sharply opposing scrip-
ture and tradition, for example, or contrasting the 
church of the word with the church of the sacra-
ments. Ahead are new issues appearing, some 
unknown a few decades ago and others still to be 
identified. But we are reminded afresh in this docu-
ment that the context has been permanently altered 
by the achievements of the last decades. Now we 
know what it is to move closer to one another. To use 
Cardinal Kasper's powerful word, we see that the 
courage to take certain risks for the sake of greater 
unity can bring positive results to our communities 
at all levels. There can be no going back to the 
mutual suspicions and misrepresentations which all 
of us can remember from our own histories. 

Finally, amid the rich agricultural imagery, the 
deeper metaphor in this Harvest book is one of jour-
ney, of pilgrimage. It is a dynamic vision which is 
conveyed here, in which there are yet roads to travel. 
The harvest of fruits is finally food for the journey -- 
a journey undertaken at God's call and with God's 
help. 

PRESENTATION AT THE HARVEST SYMPOSIUM 

DOUWE VISSER 

REFORMED 

It is with great pleasure that we have received the 
invitation for this symposium. It is also with pleasure 
that we received the document Harvesting the Fruits. 
It gives an interesting and helpful oversight of the 
results of so many years of inter-confessional dia-
logues. Most interesting are the conclusions and 
reflections. Of course the average reader will be 
tempted to jump immediately to the final section 
Some Preliminar-y Conclusions. I noticed the careful 
wording in the title of the two words 'some' and 'pre-
liminary' Indeed we have not yet reached the stage 
where we can draw all final conclusions or — accord-
ing to the hope expressed in the document — where 
we can draw the only real final conclusion: we have 
reached the overall stage of full communion. I have 
been asked, also as representative of the Reformed 
community, to give comments on the document. I  

will do so but, in good Reformed tradition, I will 
mostly give — from a Reformed perspective — self-
critical remarks. I do this however from deep grati-
tude for the tradition that I come from. 

A document like this makes one very much aware 
of the fact that how much of the outcome of a dia-
logue depends on the group of people from around 
the table. This looks like a redundant statement but 
looking at the Reformed community I have to say 
that one could hardly imagine a more diverse group, 
except the Pentecostal and Charismatic community. 
The document rightly states that for the Reformed 
there is hardly anymore an overall binding confes-
sion. We have the 16th century confessions like the 
Belgic Confession and the Heidelberger Catechism. 
We also have new confessions such as the Barmer 
Declaration or the Belhar Confession. I don't think 
that the document can rightly say that these new con-
fessions have the same authority. Some within the 
Refor rued community criticise even the word 'confes-
sion' in these documents, as is certainly done with 
the Accra Confession, adopted at WARC's last Gen-
eral Council in 2004 in Accra. However it is true, that 
not one confessional document has an overall bind-
ing authority in the Reformed community. Some of 
the Reformed Churches regard themselves as post-
confessional. We noticed this when at WARC we 
received a comment on the draft constitution of the 
new organisation we hope to form this coming June, 
the World Communion of Reformed Churches. The 
constitution starts with: "The basis of the WCRC 
shall be the Word of the Triune God..." Some from 
within our community objected to the word 'triune' 
as it is regarded as a 'confessional' word and they 
regard themselves as post-confessional. This is not 
general thinking but it says something about how 
some within the Reformed community think about 
`confession and confessing'. Documents like 'Harvest-
ing the Fruits' help us in our already very much 
started process of rethinking the notion of being a 
confessing communion. 

In our community there is some criticism on the 
whole process of the inter-confessional dialogues. 
Comments come, mainly but not only, from the 
global South that we are wasting our time with 16th 
century discussions. We are not focussing on today's 
problems. Matters of interfaith are far more pressing 
than the inter-confessional disagreements. Within 
WARC it is clear that the focus on matters of eco-
nomic and ecological justice has become dominant. 
The theological concentration is for a substantial 
part also focused on these matters of justice. In light 
of this some see the dialogue process as obsolete. 
`Harvesting the Fruits' makes us aware of the fact 
that our commitment to justice should be embedded 
in the theological basis of justification and sanctifica-
tion. I see in this respect as a very important sentence 
the quote from page 46: " The Church as a commu-
nion of those who are reconciled with God can, and 
should, be a sign and instrument of reconciliation 
and peace, an agent of justice and compassion in the 
face of sin and the structures of sin in society." I 
would add to this that those who make a contradic- 
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tion between reflection on justification and the com-
mitment to justice are clearly missing a very impor-
tant contribution theological reflection can make. 
Having said this I think it will be helpful if WARC or 
the WCRC continues to ask for room to ask the rele-
vant questions Churches struggle with in their con-
text. There is after all a risk that an inter-confessional 
dialogue becomes a goal in its own. 

The largest part, by far, of the document is chap-
ter 3 on the Church. From a Reformed perspective I 
see the traditional difference, noted in the document, 
between a church as an institution and a church as 
an event. We have to be aware that for the Reformed 
community it is of vital importance to know that 
the Church is not defined in terms of doctrine or 

structure, but of the activity of God in Word and 
sacraments ". 1  This however could lead to a lack of 
sense of being to a 'Church' and this exposes the 
Reformed community to a risk. The risk is that 
Reformed Churches are tempted to look for a struc-
ture that works in other organisations but is not part 
of the Reformed tradition. Reformed churches eye 
strong Roman-Catholic, Orthodox, or Lutheran 
church structures and think they want the same. 
Worldwide, they also want to be a communion 
because that makes them stronger. If this is behind 
the idea of our new organisation, the World Commu-
nion of Churches, to be a communion, it will not 
work. Being a communion in order to have a 
stronger position within the ecumenical world will 
not work if the only driving force behind it is the 
wish to be like others. Our dialogue with you of hav-
ing such a strong institutional sense of being a 
Church, is helpful in a self-critical process whereby 
we can again see how from that important awareness 
of the activity of God in Word and sacraments we 
can also define the Church in an institutional sense. 
For a Communion of Reformed churches it works 
more or less in the same way. We can only see com-
munion as a gift of God. By not accepting this gra-
cious gift we will put an obstacle to the work of the 
Holy Spirit. 

Two matters are very important in the document 
and can be read several times. The first is that we 
should look more at what binds us than what divides 
us. The second is that the ultimate goal can only be 
full communion. We can only agree with this. But 
there have been times when we wondered whether the 
results of a dialogue in seeing how much binds us 
shows the way we live together as Churches and Chris-
tians in the world. The question for all of us is what is 
the importance of a dialogue for the totality of the life 
of our Churches. We may all know that in daily 
church life Christians are sometimes so close to each 
other, that matters at stake in a dialogue do seem to 
belong to a different era. We know that at the level of 
inter-confessional dialogues we are in a different 
process but we should not isolate ourselves too much 
from the daily context our Church members live in. 

' See DAVID CORNICK, Letting God be God, the Reformed Tradi-
tion (London: DLT, 2008), p. 153. 

Coming to the end of my presentation I want to 
thank you once again, on behalf of the others of the 
Reformed group present here, for this opportunity to 
be fellow harvesters and we look forward to the com-
ing days of meeting here. 

HARVESTING THE FRUITS: 
AN ANGLICAN PERSPECTIVE 

N. T. WRIGHT, BISHOP OF DURHAM 

INTRODUCTION 

It is an exciting privilege to be invited to con-
tribute some reflections on Harvesting the Fruits 
[HF]. The forty or so years of the present ecumenical 
dialogues has coincided with my adult life, and the 
contrast between then and now is striking. We have 
come a very long way — not only in these agree-
ments, but in the much wider process of friendship, 
shared mission, partnership in theological and bibli-
cal study, and the respect and affection we associate 
with companionship in Christ and on the Way. The 
published agreements are thus the tip of a much 
larger iceberg — though 'ice' is the wrong metaphor 
for our increasingly warm relationships. 

I write from an Anglican perspective, while aware 
that at the moment there is no one single 'Anglican 
perspective'. Indeed, describing Anglican views on 
anything at the moment is tricky, to say the least. I 
assume what I take to be a classic Anglican perspec-
tive in terms (a) of the 16th Century insistence on 
unity around scripture and (b) of the church's voca-
tion, evident in some formative Anglican theology to 
witness to and work for effective signs of God's king-
dom on earth as in heaven. At the same time, we are 
all aware that the remarkable agreements displayed 
in HF are agreements within the specifically Western 
tradition; that most of us are also involved in discus-
sions with the Orthodox; and that the Western preoc-
cupation with the precise mechanisms of personal 
salvation has not always allowed a fully scriptural, or 
fully ecumenical, balance and perspective to be main-
tained. However, HF shows what can be done in the 
face of long-standing problems, and should be seen 
as a sign of hope in wider spheres as well. 

METHOD 

The method of the ARCIC dialogues, especially 
the earlier ones, remains in my view a model, not 
always (it seems) easy to imitate. The agreement on 
the Eucharist is the classic: by going back behind 
polarised technical terms and trying to state afresh 
what was really meant (Newman's distinction 
between 'words and things' comes to mind) there was 
achieved what one might call, appropriately enough, 
`real and substantial' agreement on the presence of 
the living Christ in the sacrament, and even on the 
still vexed notion of Eucharistic sacrifice. The adjec- 
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tive 'sacramental', used frequently in HF, seems to 
function as a shorthand to point to a complex nest of 
questions which demand further explication, indicat-
ing that the matter cannot be reduced to simplistic 
terms. But it shows at least that we are no longer 
attributing to one another extreme and polarized 
views which do not represent where most of us now 
stand. In a sense, then, the early ARCIC dialogues 
represent a kind of return ad fontes, not always in the 
Renaissance sense of going back to the earliest 
sources, but at least in the sense of going back to pri-
mary ideas, behind the later development of sharp 
disagreements. There is, in Anglican circles, a wide-
spread sense that this method has not been consis-
tently used in the more recent work, especially that 
on Mary (not discussed in HF, but important as part 
of our fuller picture). 

Early ARCIC thus uncovered, I believe, some gen-
uine signs of a phenomenon to which HF draws 
repeated attention, namely `complementarity' [e.g. 69, 
78]. The question, though, which is raised implicitly 
throughout HF, is: what counts as `complementarity'? 
How can it be assessed, by whom, and on what 
grounds? The word assumes that we do not need to 
use the same technical terms, or perhaps even the 
same conceptual framework, in order to recognise 
one another as fellow Christians, equally members of 
Christ's body. And this in turn raises, in an Anglican 
mind at least, the Pauline question of adiaphora: can 
we grant that some 'differences' do not 'make a differ-
ence' to our koinonia, and if so how can we tell what 
they are and what their limits might be? 

The question of adiaphora is central to our own 
internal Anglican disputes, in which some assert that 
a different sexual ethic should be adiaphoron, while 
others deny it. Absit omen. But it was also central to 
the formative discussions in the English Reforma-
tion. Then, in the interests of a wished-for national 
religious unity, many urged liberty of conscience on 
the mode of Christ's Eucharistic presence. This was 
designed to avoid not only the Catholic/Protestant 
split itself, but also internal divisions between Protes-
tant views, e.g. those of Luther and Zwingli. (This lib-
erty of conscience in particular areas is a completely 
different thing from the doctrinal indifferentism that 
some have recently, and absurdly, claimed for the 
Elizabethan settlement; that period was, after all, the 
time of the careful writing of the Articles, and a 
rather strict doctrinal, not to mention ethical, frame-
work.) This proposal to regard Eucharistic theology 
as adiaphora was, of course, anathema (literally) to 
our (then) Catholic interlocutors. But it has remained 
an important principle, part of the attempt to sustain 
a reformation which might keep most people on 
board. This failed, of course, with Recusants and 
Puritans remaining outside. But it evoked in princi-
ple the all-important biblical point stressed by St 
Paul in Galatians, 1 Corinthians and Romans: that 
some things previously considered essential were 
now to be considered adiaphora, so that, in Paul's 
case, circumcision (or lack of it), food taboos (includ-
ing commensality) and Sabbath-keeping (or not) 
were no bar to full fellowship. 

Indeed, in Galatians 2 Paul stresses the point that 
all who believe in Jesus belong at the same table, no 
matter what their ethnic background. I regard this, in 
what is arguably the earliest writing in the NT, as a 
key foundation principle in all ecumenical work. It is 
noteworthy that in the splendid Agreements on Justi-
fication this point is never quite made. 'Justification', 
I suggest, is not only something on which we can 
now agree. 'Justification' is in fact the ultimate ecu-
menical doctrine, the doctrine which affirms that the 
only qualification for participation at the common 
Christian table is belief in Jesus as crucified Messiah 
and risen Lord. 

The principle of adiaphora thus plays into another 
vital notion: that of the hierarchy of truth [e.g. HF 
45f.]. Traditionally, Roman Catholic and Eastern 
Orthodox theologies have tended to see all Christian 
truth as a single whole, so tightly interconnected and 
mutually reinforcing that to deny one element is tan-
tamount to denying the very foundations themselves. 
But, as the Archbishop of Canterbury asked in his 
lecture last November, is it not the case that the 
agreements now before us, particularly those on the 
Trinity, the nature of salvation, the very heart of the 
gospel, and indeed the notion of God's kingdom, indi-
cate that it is indeed possible to agree on 'the essen-
tials' while still disagreeing on various other matters 
that some traditions deem important? This raises, of 
course, the question: how can we tell which matters 
are 'essential' and which others, though 'very impor-
tant', may not be quite at that level — and which 
other matters (like the colour of flowers on the Com-
munion Table, or the choice of hymns) may be 
deemed completely 'indifferent', a matter of local 
decision or even taste? This is the question raised for 
me by the very important early paragraph in HF p.6, 
which stresses that 'full communion . . . exists along-
side cultural diversity, liturgical cultural rites, differ-
ent forms of piety, different but complementary 
emphases and perspectives, etc.' This urges upon us 
the question: how can we tell which 'differences' 
make a 'difference'? Which ones can be welcomed as 
`complementary'? Which ones will still cause us prob-
lems? What are the criteria? 

MARY AND PETER 

The question of what counts as adiaphora, of 
what doctrines and practices can be seen as comple-
mentary and mutually compatible, and which, on the 
contrary, are to be seen as mutually exclusive, 
emerges with particular force in the doctrines of 
Mary and of the Papacy. HF deals, of course, with the 
latter in the context of quite broad agreement on the 
church, when it appears that the dialogue partners 
who, up till then, have matched one another stride 
for stride, quite suddenly part company. On the topic 
of the Papacy, we find participants willing to con-
tinue the conversation but without any apparent con-
fidence that solid ground has been detected (as in 
ARCIC on the Eucharist) some way behind the sharp 
doctrinal formulae. This was predictable in dialogue 
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with non-episcopal churches. But even episcopal 
churches such as my own have registered severe diffi-
culties, not only with the particular primacy of the 
Bishop of Rome, but also with the notion of primacy 
itself. Some Anglicans prefer something more like the 
role of the Ecumenical Patriarch, holding together . a 
communion of autocephalous national churches. 
That model has been explored in relation to the role 
of the Archbishop of Canterbury within the Anglican 
Communion. 

But the double-edged question of the papacy then 
comes to us in the form: first, granted the substantial 
agreements already reached, what is to prevent 
Roman Catholics from recognising other Western 
Christians as full members of the family even if they 
do not acknowledge the Pope? [See HF 135, where 
this seems to be implied.] Second, what is to stop 
Protestants from recognising Roman Catholics as full 
members of the family even if the latter do still hold 
to papal dogmas which are 'anathema' to many 
Protestants? Would both 'sides' be prepared to accept 
that primacy in general, and the papacy in particular, 
is an adiaphoron? If not (and I presume the answer 
for the moment is `No'), on what grounds? It would 
be good to have that spelled out from both ends. 

So too with Mary (going beyond HF into an area 
which shows how far we have, and have not, come). 
Informal and anecdotal information tends to suggest 
that many Roman Catholics do not see the dogmas of 
Immaculate Conception and Assumption as central 
either to their theology or their devotion, while for 
others they are near the very essence of their faith. 
Within Protestantism there is a larger spectrum still. 
Some are happy to go along with the dogmas (not 
least in their demythologized form where 'Immacu-
late Conception' is a parable for the primacy of grace, 
and `Assumption' a mythical way of speaking of our 
final hope). Others don't much mind. But others 
again — perhaps not the people who show up on ecu-
menical discussion groups, but in significant num-
bers — see these dogmas as indicating a major and 
even blasphemous flaw in both theology and devo-
tion. Should we still be working for full agreement on 
Mary, perhaps even as a partial condition of eventual 
reunion? Or might it be possible at least to allow 
beliefs and practices in this area to be treated as adi-
aphora by all sides? If not, is this because both sides 
see Marian beliefs as an index of deeper and more 
foundational matters? 

Then there is the matter of women priests and 
bishops — another question raised by the Archbishop 
last November. We Anglicans have struggled, in our 
own internal life, to see this question as adiaphora, 
with limited success: in some provinces, ordinands 
are now required to recognise the priesthood of 
women, while in England many clergy and laity 
claim the right to go on not recognising it. This cre-
ates tensions, with neither party regarding women's 
ordination as adiaphora: for some it is mandatory, for 
others it is forbidden. It may be unrealistic to ask our 
ecumenical partners to accept the adiaphoric status 
of something which is not so regarded by many 
within our own church. However, once again the  

notion of central truths, of a hierarchy of truth, of the 
possibility at least of some things being adiaphora, 
must be considered. At least, if this possibility is to be 
rejected, it would be good to hear the grounds for 
such refusal. 

One of the features of an adiaphora position is 
that it enables us to allow for local variations which 
may say more about culture than theology. Tradition-
alists, of course, suspect that women's ordination is 
the result of modern western culture trumping Chris-
tian norms. Equally, many Protestants believe that 
some features of Catholic piety, which gradually 
developed their own apparently theological rationale, 
grew not from the inherent Spirit-given impetus of 
genuine Christian tradition, but from cultural factors 
in post-pagan southern Europe. 

At this point we reach two of the most important 
themes of our dialogue: Scripture and Tradition (dis-
cussed frequently, not least in HF) and Nature and 
Grace (more often implicit, but equally important). 

SCRIPTURE AND TRADITION 

HF frequently refers to the question of Scripture 
and Tradition [particularly at 89-98, 150f., 197-202]. 
The issue was central in the Synod of Bishops in 
October 2008, at which I was privileged to be an 
observer. It is easy to show, and HF does this repeat-
edly, that the old, polarized either/or between scrip-
ture and tradition is misleading. Scripture itself grew 
out of the life of the people of God, so one can detect 
a movement from (a) very early 'tradition' to (b) 
`scripture' as the codification of that early tradition, 
and then from scripture on to (c) later 'tradition' (or 
perhaps Tradition), which consists of the subsequent 
church's reflections on scripture itself. However, two 
modifying reflections are in order. 

First, it is actually, if perhaps paradoxically, one 
of the features of Tradition that Tradition and scrip-
ture are not the same thing. This can be seen 
supremely in the fact that, however much Tradition 
is valued, it is scripture itself that is read out in the 
church's liturgy. However much we value traditions 
and Tradition, we do not read official dogmas (except 
for the Creeds) or the works of hallowed theologians 
within the liturgy, whereas we do read sacred scrip-
ture. This is, if you like, an 'argument from Tradition' 
for 'the priority of scripture'. 

Second, it is not in fact sufficient to say that 
scripture 'emerges from the church's life', as though it 
is simply the codification of a very early 'tradition'. 
[Here I want to take issue with some aspects of HF 
197f.] Of course scripture includes such material (e.g. 
1 Corinthians 11.23-26; 15.3-11). But a good part of 
the NT — most of Paul's letters certainly, the gospels 
arguably — was written not in order to articulate the 
growing tradition and life within the church but to 
confront and correct it — just as much of the OT was 
written not to reflect the life of Israel but to rebuke 
and reform it. Paul's opponents might well have 
appealed here and there to an early 'tradition' in the 
church — of separate tables for Jewish and Gentile 
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believers, for instance, or of a 'freedom in the Spirit' 
which was leading to moral and liturgical chaos (as 
in Corinth). Paul wrote, under (he believed) fresh 
commissioning from God and equipping by the 
Spirit, to challenge, rebuke and transform existing 
`tradition'. 

While this is a long way from being a complete 
account of what scripture was and is, it alerts us to 
the danger of simply assuming that 'scripture' can be 
as it were subsumed under 'tradition', or corralled 
within 'the church'. That latter position is open to 
abuse from either end. 'Traditionalist' Christians 
sometimes say that God's Word is contained in scrip-
ture, tradition and perhaps even magisterium, thus 
preventing scripture ever challenging things the 
church has subsequently said. Radical Christians 
have been known to declare that since the church 
wrote the Bible the church can now re-write it. Nei-
ther of these suggestions, I think, would command 
much assent across the ecumenical spectrum; neither 
commends itself historically or theologically to me, 
or I suspect most Anglicans. It is important to hold 
on to the principle enunciated in HF 198, namely 'the 
primacy of scripture within [the] historical interpre-
tative process' — while recognising that this in turn 
raises several important further questions we cannot 
pursue here. 

Where this comes to the fore in our present dis-
cussions is, not least, in the question of implicit theo-
logical method and approach. Characteristically, 
Roman Catholic theologians often begin a discussion 
by locating themselves within a network of sources 
such as Vatican II and recent Papal pronouncements. 
We non-Romans have our own history of recent gath-
erings, pronouncements and statements, but we do 
not noimally begin there. We tend, rather, to come at 
topics from an initially scriptural base, not of course 
imagining naively that we read scripture without 
relation to the large echo-chamber of subsequent tra-
ditions and developments, but as a way of acknowl-
edging (I think) the primacy of the Son of God over 
the work which, albeit energised by the Spirit, is 
mediated through the diverse and fallible thought-
processes of the church. Part of the point of scripture 
is that Jesus Christ is its centre (not merely in a dog-
matic sense but also in what we might call an aes-
thetic sense, with the gospels as, the climax of the sin-
gle great canonical narrative), so that loyalty to scrip-
ture is seen as the epistemological mode proper to 
our loyalty to Jesus. That is why we begin there, and 
only then work forward once more through relevant 
subsequent traditions and discussions, trusting that 
the Spirit will continue to guide the church, not by 
mere accumulation of unchallengable insights but by 
fresh and critical debates with other Christians 
across space and time. The discussion of scripture 
and tradition might then be located within the Trini-
tarian relationship between the Son and the Spirit. 

This emerges in particular in places like ARCIC's 
Mary: Grace and Hope. It has been pointed out else-
Where that, if one began with the testimony of scrip-
ture and worked forwards, one would scarcely reach 
the conclusion either of the Immaculate Conception  

or of the Assumption, or indeed of the kind of 'moth-
erhood' which is often ascribed to Mary. (An exam-
ple: 'son, behold your mother' in John 19.27 will 
hardly bear the weight of the kind of theology it is 
sometimes used to 'illustrate') It depends where you 
start: do you begin with the developed devotion and 
dogma and then, retrospectively, seek scriptural 'sup-
port'? Or do you work forwards from scripture and 
allow it to set, and limit, the teinis of discussion? 
This question of method emerges as vital for the next 
phase of our discussions. 

Here a further historical note may help, linking 
this discussion to the earlier one on adiaphora. In the 
sixteenth century, when Protestants insisted on the 
sufficiency of scripture, they said things like 'Holy 
Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation: 
so that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may be 
proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that 
it should be believed as an article of the Faith, or be 
thought requisite or necessary to salvation' (Article 
VI). Some have taken this in a maximal sense, i.e. 
only that is to be believed which can be so proved. 
But, at least for the early English reformers and the 
Anglican settlement as a whole, this was a way of 
limiting the things which had to be believed, allowing 
latitude of opinion on plenty of other matters, such 
as transubstantiation. By no means all subsequent 
Protestants have made this point when they have spo-
ken of the sufficiency, or indeed the authority, of 
scripture. But it is possible that by returning to this 
principle we might find ways forward in our fresh 
ecumenical endeavour. It would enable us to do jus-
tice to the distinction which Tradition itself supplies, 
between scripture as the spoken heart of the liturgy 
and tradition as the result, under the leading of the 
Spirit but mediated through fallible humans, of what 
the church has said as it has reflected on scripture. 
This, of course, may itself be seen as a characteristi-
cally Anglican viewpoint, and thus itself part of the 
tradition in which I myself stand. There is no neutral 
ground here, no epistemological Switzerland from 
which one may take a detached viewpoint. 

NATURE AND GRACE 

At this and other points, though, we encounter 
the theme which underlies so much perplexity in our 
dialogues. Protestants have regularly supposed that 
Catholics envisage grace as merely 'supplementing' 
nature, and Catholics have supposed that Protestants 
envisage grace abolishing or replacing nature. It 
would be good to map our regular discussions on to 
this larger set of issues, and to be more explicit 
across the board about the doctrines of creation, 
eschatology and redemption which are implied at 
every point. The goodness of creation is, of course, 
foundational for Christianity as for Judaism. But the 
variability of the understanding of eschatology 
(where the Bible stresses the renewal and marriage of 
heaven and earth, not the abolition of 'earth' and a 
rescue simply in 'heaven), and of the redemption 
which rescues the created order for that ultimate 
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future, depends not least on the varied perception of 
the way(s) in which creation has been spoiled or 
flawed by sin, and hence the extent to which redemp-
tion must rescue creation. This affects everything 
from the eucharist (in which many Anglicans would 
now be happy to see a mysterious 'transfoinia don' in 
the elements, anticipating the eventual transforma-
tion of all creation) to justification (in which the 
emphasis on what happens extra nos and what hap-
pens within the believer is correlated with this larger 
perception of 'what's wrong' and 'what's the solution', 
as well as with the relationship between the work of 
the Son and the work of the Spirit). But without 
acknowledging the larger nature/grace framework I 
doubt if we can move much further. 

The nature/grace question is particularly relevant 
to the discussion of the church, which is of course the 
heart of HF. It would really help, I believe, if we could 
begin to see the traditional protestant suspicions of a 
high ecclesiology as rooted in a sense that the church 
as an all-too-fallen-human organisation has been too 
easily credited with an automatic legitimacy. This 
relates directly to the previous issue: a high view of 
`nature' belongs with a high view of 'tradition', result-
ing eventually in a high view of the church's leader-
ship, not least the papacy. Protestants then wonder —
even without going so far as Barth in his famous 
'Nein!' — whether a church with that view could ever 
really reform, could ever retract. Speaking of 'going 
beyond' previous positions is one thing (HF 112); 
what many Protestants still hope for, with respect and 
affection, is a 'going back' from some positions, the 
cheerful admission of the principle of semper refor-
manda. That, it seems, is precluded by the high view 
of tradition, based apparently on a high view of 
nature and perhaps also of the Spirit at work in the 
church. This, of course, is of considerable interest to 
Anglicans who perceive a strange tension between the 
warm friendship and mutual respect we enjoy with 
our Roman partners and the official position taken in 
Apostolicae Curae. Even if one draws back from 'maxi-
mizing interpretations' of 'infallibility' (HF 144), it is 
not clear (to me at least) how a 'reappraisal' of that 
statement could occur (HF 88). 

This is the context in which we need to raise the 
ironic fact that the closer we come in agreements on 
church and ministry -- and we have come gloriously 
close in these Agreements — the more the point is 
highlighted that we seem to be living in, as it were, 
parallel universes. We can each affirm that the other's 
doctrine of church and ministry is very like our own. 
But we cannot then say, without undermining the 
ground each of us is standing on, that we are in fact 
all part of the one body of Christ, with our ministries 
all possessing some sort of 'validity' (whatever we 
might mean by that). This then correlates once more 
with the other questions we raised before: what 
might it take for us to say to one another that, since 
we so clearly agree on the inner substance of the 
faith, we should be able to agree to differ within a 
single family, to work from within a single frame-
work — a framework characterized by full table-fel-
lowship — on the issues that remain. 

The whole discussion of nature and grace, then, 
ought I believe to be brought back into the centre of 
our reflections, and allowed to grow directly out of 
our shared Christology. The death and resurrection 
of Jesus is, after all, the great event which shapes all 

 our understanding of God, God's purposes and God's 
people. The cross indicates that 'nature' cannot sim-
ply be affirmed as it stands or merely 'topped up' by 
the addition of grace. If even the sinless humanity of 
God's son was given up to death, nothing else in 
`nature' can escape the same fate. But if the resurrec-
tion reaffirms the goodness of that humanity, we 
should expect that reaffirmation to be followed 
through into ecclesiology and most other areas as 
well. It is a matter of good theological method, as 
well as of specific content, that the gospel picture of 
Jesus, his kingdom, his cross and his resurrection be 
allowed to function as the foundation and ground-
plan of everything else. And this brings us back to the 
primacy of scripture over tradition. 

CONCLUSION 

There are many other points I could have picked 
up, and no doubt other Anglicans would have high-
lighted quite different issues. I think particularly of 
the whole notion of the 'kingdom of God', which 
occurs from time to time in HF but is never explored 
in detail. But I hope this has at least brought into 
focus some pressing and significant questions, partic-
ularly those to do with adiaphora, with scripture and 
tradition, and with nature and grace. I want to stress 
once more my gratitude to the generation that has 
worked so hard on all the present Agreements, and 
my hope that these documents will indeed encourage 
us to move forward to a new time in which, please 
God, we can and will celebrate in new ways, in the 
power of the Spirit, the unity in Christ of which we 
are already aware. 

A FIRST METHODIST RESPONDE TO 
"HARVESTING THE FRUITS" 

GEOFFREY WAINWRIGHT 

After forty years of sustained and strenuous theo-
logical work in the bilateral dialogues between the 
Roman Catholic Church and the Lutherans, the 
Reformed, the Anglicans, and the Methodists respec-
tively, the survey offered in "Harvesting the Fruits" is 
able to cite very few cases of anything like an official 
and solemn endorsement of the resultant texts by 
either or both of the parties in each dialogue. One 
possible case concerns the series of texts between 
Catholics and Anglicans (ARCIC) on the Eucharist 
and on Ministry, which the Lambeth Conference of 
1988 recognized as "consonant in substance with the 
faith of Anglicans" and as offering " a sufficient basis 
for taking the next step forward towards the reconcil-
iation of our Churches grounded in agreement in 
faith ". After further " clarifications ", these texts of 
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ARCIC were re-examined by "the appropriate dicast-
eries of the Holy See", so that Cardinal Edward Cas-
sidy (then president of the PCPCU) could announce, 
with apparent positive intent, that "no further study 
would seem to be required at this stage" (see "Har-
vesting the Fruits", p. 156, n. 25). So, then, it can at 
least now be stated that "the Catholic Church has 
given a certain degree of recognition to ARCIC I on 
Eucharist and Ministry" ("Harvesting the Fruits ", 
p. 9, n.2; cf. pp. 108-109 for the qualifications). A 
more decisive case, perhaps, may be found in the 
Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification and 
its formulation of "basic truths", which was ceremo-
nially signed by representatives of the Catholic 
Church and the Lutheran World Federation at Augs-
burg on 31st October 1999, and with which the World 
Methodist Council and its member churches became 

associated" through a tripartite signing at Seoul, 
Korea, in August 2006. In my judgment, the time is 
now ripe for the present results of each of the four 
bilateral dialogues under consideration to be consoli-
dated through an official reception — albeit nuanced 
according to cases — by the engaged parties. 

I have a proposal as to the practical method by 
which this might be achieved, and I will suggest a 
theological perspective in which the procedure can 
be justified. 

As to method: I note, first of all, that almost all 
the dialogue reports distinguish among several levels 
of agreement between the partners. The most solid 
level is that of " consensus ", where the doctrinal 
accord is deemed complete. Next comes " conver-
gence ", where historically separated parties have 
come to see that the differences between them were 
not as grave as controversy had made them, so that 
the respective positions might perhaps be accommo-
dated in what has come to be called a " reconciled 
diversity" (although the Catholic preference would 
speak rather of " convergence in significant ele-
ments"; so " Harvesting the Fruits ", p. 155, n. 21). 
The third and perhaps fourth levels might be called 
those of "continuing difficulties" and even "persis-
tent divergence". I wish to propose that all parties 
should find ways of formally and officially " enact-
ing" the results so far of each of the dialogues in 
which they are engaged. In line with the distinctions 
just made, each party — " at the highest appropriate 
level of authority" (to use a phrase that gained cur-
rency at the time of the Lima document on "Bap-
tism, Eucharist and Ministry") — should, in teims as 
identical as possible, (a) fully affirm, in agreed words, 
joint statements on those topics where consensus is 
judged to exist; (b) should joyfully recognize those 
places in which substantial convergence has been 
detected, and solemnly commit themselves to work-
ing together to strengthen and complete the conver-
gence where full consensus may be judged necessary 
beyond a reconciled diversity; (c) state as accurately 
as possible the issues over which each finds resolu-
tion difficult, though not inconceivable; and (d) list 
as irenically as possible those matters in which the 
ways continue to diverge, while also praying for guid-
ance towards a meeting of minds. 

To speak only from the dialogue between the 
World Methodist Council (WMC) and the Roman 
Catholic Church, I can report that in its current 
round the Joint Commission has been able to draft a 
statement that " synthesizes " in a theologically sys-
tematic way the utterances of the first eight rounds 
of dialogue, while clearly distinguishing among the 
three or four levels of agreement just rehearsed. It is 
my hope that such a document, after perhaps further 
refinement, might be presented for approval by both 
the World Methodist Council and the Holy See. Up to 
now, all reports from the Joint Commission have 
simply been "submitted" to the sponsoring bodies. 
The practice of the WMC has typically been to 
" receive with gratitude" the report and authorize a 
further round of the dialogue. On the Roman side, 
the practice has been for the CDF to examine the 
report, which would then be published in the "Infor-
mation Service" of the PCPCU, accompanied by a 
commentary from a respected Catholic theologian 
which would underline the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Commission's report from a responsible 
Roman point of view. 

Now for the theological perspective in which I 
suggest my proposed method could be justified. A 
notable feature in all four sets of bilateral dialogues 
has been the recognition of the eschatological direc-
tion in which " the Church" moves while it is " in 
via". This comes out most clearly in the treatments 
of baptism and, especially perhaps, the Eucharist, as 
well as the ecclesiological characterization of the 
Church as " Sacrament of the Kingdom" ("Harvest-
ing the Fruits ", 32-35, on pp. 62-71; and 74, on 
p. 149). My suggestion is that such a perspective 
allows all four "notes" of the Church — unity, holi-
ness, catholicity, apostolicity — to be viewed as voca-
tions, in which varying degrees of present reality can 
be recognized and, moreover indeed, advanced or 
progressed in. I can draw here upon the presentation 
of the "notae Ecclesia" found in the Seoul Report of 
2006: "The Grace Given You in Christ: Catholics and 
Methodist Reflect Further on the Church", which 
especially in paragraph. 137, hints how all four notes 
might be enhanced in both parties in the event of an 
" exchange of gifts" between the parties. 

Allow me as a Methodist to begin with holiness, 
since that is what John Wesley believed himself 
chiefly raised up to promote even to the point of 
" perfection". Within the framework of the "universal 
call to holiness" in Lumen Gentium (39-42), the Sec-
ond Vatican Council's decree on ecumenism declares 
that " all Catholics must aim at Christian perfection 
and, each according to their situation, play their part, 
that the Church, bearing in her own body the humil-
ity and dying of Jesus, may daily be more purified 
and renewed, against the day when Christ will pre-
sent her to himself in all her glory without spot or 
wrinkle" (Unitatis Redintegratio, 4). The Seoul Report 
reads: " The emphasis upon holiness which 
Methodists and Catholics already share means that 
we would give each other great solidarity and encour-
agement in our living of this mark of the Church and 
in our striving for an ever fuller realization of it. We 
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would also have the joy of sharing the inspiring 
example of our saints" (137, b). It may be remarked 
that we have provisionally entitled our comprehen-
sive theological synthesis — so far — of the Catholic / 
Methodist dialogue "Together to Holiness". 

Then with regard to catholicity: the Seoul Report 
quotes again from the same section of Unitatis Redin-
tegratio: " Christian divisions prevent the Church 
from realizing the fullness of catholicity proper to 
her " (UR, 4). The film commitment of Methodists 
and Catholics to ecumenism is indicative of our 
shared desire for greater catholicity by our unity. In 
accordance with its twofold meaning, the catholicity 
both of Catholics and also of Methodists would be 
enhanced by our unity: by an increased depth and 
balance of belief, and by increased vigour and scope 
of outreach" (Seoul Report, 137 c). 

What then of unity? Could not the " eschatologi-
cal emphasis" that in varied ways characterized both 
the Catholic and the Methodist vision allow that 
"unity is also a vocation that must inspire and chal-
lenge us each day towards an ever greater attainment 
of it" (Seoul Report, 137 b; italics in the original). 

In pushing for the "notae Ecclesiae" to be 
regarded vocationally, it is certainly none of my 
intention to dismiss unity, any more than holiness or 
catholicity, into invisibility, or postpone it into an 
indefinite future (such as the CDF's Dominus Iesus of 
2000 warns against). With the PCPCU I stand by " full 
visible communion" as " the final goal" of the ecu-
menical dialogues ("Harvesting the Fruits", 106; p. 
201). I wish, in fact, to suggest that a genuinely 
eschatological tension allows all the notes of the 
Church to be confessed in a dynamic sense that fos-
ters their perfect and tangible attainment, albeit 
within the limits of a pilgrim existence. That is the 
perspective in which the parties in ecumenical dia-
logues might properly pursue consensus, conver-
gence, and resolution in doctrine such as indicated 
above. The framework may be set by taking into con-
sideration the notion of "degrees of communion" 
with the Catholic Church that Unitatatis Redintegra-
tio, 3 allowed for both " separated brothers and sis-
ters" and also their liturgical services (as recalled in 
"Harvesting the Fruits", 36-40; pp. 72-78). Apply now 
the " vocational " perspective, and at rhythms no 
doubt variable according to the respective partners in 
dialogue with the Catholic Church, it should then 
become possible — for other authentically trinitarian 
churches and ecclesial communities — marked by 
the Gospel, the Scriptures, baptism, the Lord's Sup- 

per, and active faith (cf. Unitatis Redintegratio, 20-23) 
to be regarded as already part of the " one holy, 
catholic Church", while praying and working 
towards the greater fullness that would come to them 
-- and to the Roman Church — on the establishment 
of eucharistic communion with the apostolic Petrine 
see in structures that still demand elaboration. 

Ay, there's the rub. To revert to the Seoul Report, 
which declares: "Methodists can receive a vital sign 
of apostolicity from Catholics, namely the apostolic 
succession of bishops. However, Catholics have 
much to gain from the commitment to apostolic 
mission which is an explicit part of Methodist iden-
tity" (Seoul Report, 137, d). In the current round of 
our Methodist / Catholic dialogue, the chief themes 
are sacraments, sacramentality, and the nature of 
ordained ministries, including the question of epis-
copal succession, which according to Catholic teach-
ing, must always take the form of collegiality in 
communion with the Bishop of Rome and under his 
rule. 

Meanwhile, we may already take heart from the 
Seoul Report: "The mutual enhacement of each 
other's oneness, holiness, catholicity and apostolicity 
through Catholic-Methodist unity would be the 
fullest possible realisation of John Wesley's famous 
appeal that Protestants and Catholics should 'help 
each other on in whatever we are agreed leads to the 
Kingdom"' (Seoul Report 137d, quoting from John 
Wesley's "Letter to a Roman Catholic", written at 
Dublin in 1749). 

For the moment we have to take into account the 
qualification which "Harvesting the Fruits " intro-
duces when it declares that " Together we confess 
that there is one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church, 
to which in different ways we belong, so that even in 
our differences we are brothers and sisters in the one 
Lord and in the one Spirit of Christ" (101, emphasis 
added; p. 197). Earlier, "Harvesting the Fruits" has 
justly declared that the fundamental ecumenical 
question is not only "What is the Church?" but also 
"Where is the Church and where is she realised in her 
fullness?" (78, emphasis in original; p. 153). 

I hope I may conclude my response with what 
may be perhaps an informal but striking recommen-
dation from the Seoul Report: " It is time now to 
return to the concrete reality of one another, to look 
one another in the eye, and with love and esteem to 
acknowledge what we see to be truly of Christ and of 
the Gospel, and thereby of the Church, in one 
another" (Seoul Report, 97, italics in original). 
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